On-Time
Performance of
Major U.S. Airlines

Overview
A passenger dragged off an overbooked flight. Pizza parties for
stranded customers. A shady tweet about leggings. We just can’t
stop watching airlines fumble through one PR disaster after another.
It’s one thing to hear about these catastrophic air travel experiences
in the news, but another to inadvertently participate in one. That’s
why we analyzed flight performance data to gain insights that could
make our future air travel experiences as painless as possible.
We found a dataset on the Bureau of Transportation Statistics
website that tracked the on-time performance of major U.S. air
carriers for the past 30 years and loaded it into Interana to see what
we could learn.

Insight 1:
Don't pick Southwest for reliability.
If there’s anything frequent flyers can’t stand, it’s a cancelled
flight. We started off our analysis with finding which airlines would
be least likely to cancel our flights. We compared the major U.S.
airlines’ performance over the past three years (bar on the left)
alongside the three years prior (bar on the right) and tracked
flights that were cancelled due to carrier-related problems.
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The data shows that Southwest and JetBlue are the only major
U.S. carriers that have actually decreased in reliability over the
past couple years.

In all fairness to those who love Southwest, a lot of the
“discount” air carriers didn’t make their way into the chart
above because they don’t operate nearly as many flights as the
major airline carriers. We ran an analysis to take a look at the
percent of cancellations by carrier to find which airline is the
most unreliable:
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Based on this, again Southwest and JetBlue are the only major airlines who
have decreased in reliability the past three years, but Envoy Air (American
Airlines’ biggest express carrier) takes home the prize of “Worst of the
Worst” for reliability.

Insight 2:
Fly out of Newark to minimize taxi
out time when departing from the
greater New York area.
Have you ever fallen asleep on a plane and woken up only to find
that you still haven’t taken off? The time it takes to taxi out to the
runway can add a lot of unplanned travel time to your trip, so we
wanted to see which airports would be the most likely to impact
your travel schedule.
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Our findings show that New Yorkers should download an extra
episode or two of their favorite show and plan on some extra
runway time if departing from LaGuardia or JFK.

Insight 3:
Avoid Chicago O'Hare for connections.
Whether flying to a smaller city or receiving a cheaper fare, making
a connection is inevitable for a lot of travelers. To avoid ever having
to miss our next flight and sleep in the airport when making our
next connection, we took a look at which airports had the highest
number of cancelled flights and why.
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The cancellation reason could be the difference between a night spent at the
airport on an uncomfortable bench or a complimentary night at a hotel with
meal vouchers. Many airlines include compensation for passengers on flights that
are canceled due to a carrier-related issue such as a plane change, mechanical
issue, crew shortage, etc. as part of their carrier contracts; but unforeseen
circumstances that are outside the airline’s control (e.g. weather) leave customers
without much more than an apology and a rebooking on the next available flight.
Based on these results, it looks like flyers who connect through Chicago are most
likely to be stuck at the airport without compensation.
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